
iLuv New iPad Accessories 
 
Professional WorkStation™ Portfolio (iCK836) -The Professional WorkStationTM Portfolio transforms 
the new iPad into a powerful portable business device. The folio jacket features a retractable kick 
stand and a detachable Bluetooth® keyboard that seamlessly connects to an iPad for exceptional 
flexibility.  The laptop-style keys provide an improved typing experience and also feature dedicated 
keys specifically for important iPad functions. Also fits iPad 2. MSRP: $ 119.99 
 

 
OrigamiFolio (iCC843) - This slim case protects the new iPad without adding bulk. The dual purpose 
magnetic cover acts as a closure for maximum screen protection and an origami-style stand for multiple 
viewing angles. The unique magnetic on-off function helps save iPad battery life, while the case 
maintains access to all inputs and controls. MSRP: $ 89.99 
 

  
Pangborn Art Collection (iCC838) - The iCC838 portfolio case features an exclusive 
collection of floral, landscape, and abstract artwork from famed designer Dominic 
Pangborn. The case offers multiple tilt positions for customizing viewing 
orientations in portrait or landscape mode. The Pangborn collection is specifically 
designed for the new iPad to take advantage of all ports, the headphone jack and 
volume control while in the case. MSRP: $ 79.99 
 

 
CEOFolio (iCC839) - This portfolio is designed with the professional in mind. The iCC839 features 
everything a business professional needs for convenient work on the go, including an ePen stylus 
holder and designated slots for A5 pads and business cards or credit cards. The CEOFolio also 
includes a stand to prop the iPad for optimal viewing of websites, presentations, illustrations and 
documents. MSRP: $ 79.99 
 

 
Ulster (iCC831)- This handsome and professional folio case is available in three classic colors.  The 
smooth interior protects the new iPad from scratches, and the Velcro closure keeps the new iPad  
securely in the case. The Ulster is uniquely designed for flexible viewing angles, and stands upright for 
movie viewing or can be propped for ideal typing. MSRP: $ 49.99 
 

 
Dungarees (iCC837)-This fashionable denim case stylishly protects the new iPad. The micro-
suede interior provides gentle cushion for extra protection, while the elastic clasp secures the 
iPad in place. The Dungarees also doubles as a stand for more convenient typing.  Also fits iPad 2. 
MSRP: $ 49.99 
 

 
Great Jeans (iCC834) - This denim-finished case features precision stitching and a micro-
suede inner lining for maximum protection.  The unique iPad holder allows user to view in 
portrait or landscape mode, and the multiple tilt positions offer customized viewing 
orientations.  Also fits iPad 2. MSRP: $ 59.99 
 

 
Roller (iCC835) - This sleek and modern soft padded sleeve protects the new iPad from dust and 
dirt. The zipper closure keeps the new iPad securely inside, while the plush interior adds more 
protection from scratches and scrapes. The unique roll-style stand provides various viewing and 
typing angles, and the Roller includes a handle for easy toting. Also fits first generation iPad and 
iPad 2. MSRP: $59.99 



 
 
Epicarp (iCC845) - The ultra slim Epicarp folio cover protects the new iPad without adding 
weight.  Available in four colors, the hardshell back defends the tablet from scrapes and dents 
while the flexible, sturdy cover protects the touch screen from scratches and spills. The front 
cover even folds to function as a convenient stand. MSRP: $ 59.99 
 

 
Festival (iCC2012)-The Festival sleeve features a fun and colorful iLuv-exclusive pattern. The plush 
interior luxuriously envelopes the new iPad and protects the screen from scratches. The iCC2012 
also includes an exterior pocket for added convenience.  Also fits first generation iPad and iPad 2. 
MSRP: $ 49.99 
 

 
 
Belgique (iCC2011) - Available in pink, black, blue and red, the Belgique includes Memory 
Foam for extra padded protection and a soft thin plush interior to prevent scratches.  Also fits 
first generation iPad and iPad 2. MSRP: $ 29.99 

 
 
Counterpane (iCC2010) – Available in eight colors and patterns, the Counterpane 
protects the iPad from nicks and scratches, while the inside lip of the sleeve ensures 
a secure fit.  The iCC2010 provides an exterior pocket for extra storage.  Also fits 
first generation iPad and iPad 2. MSRP: $ 29.99 
 

 
Protective Film Kits (iCC1198/iCC1197) -The film kits protect the new iPad screen from scratches 
and fingerprints without interfering with the touch screen sensitivity.  The anti-glare design of 
the iCC1198 allows easy viewing in high-lit areas. MSRP: $ 24.99 / $19.99 
 

 
 
ePen Pro (iCS810) –The ePen Pro is a dual function stylus, one end is designed for use on your 
iPad and the other end is a water based ink pen.  The ePen is ideal for taking notes, or highlighting 
and underlining text for reference and is designed with a pen-like pocket clip for extra 
convenience.  MSRP: $ 24.99 
 

 
 
ePen (iCS801) –The ePen is the perfect stylus to use for your iPad or tablet to prevent 
fingerprints or smudges on your touchscreen.  It has a pen-like pocket clip for extra convenience.  
MSRP: $ 19.99       
      

 
 


